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“Finally, a book for women and their practitioners on how to understand and treat the

symptoms of painful sex! Each chapter ends with a detailed prescription. This unique approach

puts the reader in a healing environment, reducing stress and promoting self-treatment.” —

Rebecca Stephenson, PT, DPT, MS, WCSThis book is aimed at women readers experiencing

unwanted pain with sex who:• Suffer with pain that has been difficult to diagnose• Are

interested in resolving their pain• Want to enjoy pain-free sex• Desire more pleasure in their

bodies, lives, and relationships• And are searching for ways to help themselvesCoauthored by

a women’s health physical therapist and a sexuality educator, The Pleasure Prescription

outlines an approach that many women may find counterintuitive: that their own sexual

pleasure may be a pathway to overcoming pain. Research shows that decreasing pain allows

for more pleasure; conversely, the stories highlighted in this book suggest that increasing

pleasure can help diminish a woman’s experience of sexual pain.The Pleasure Prescription is

the culmination of more than fifty years of the authors’ combined experiences with women in

their respective practices. It includes case studies, diagrams, and the latest scientific research.

Each chapter ends with “prescriptions” designed to guide readers through the healing process.

About the AuthorDee earned a degree in physical therapy from Northwestern University

Physical Therapy. followed by a doctor of physical therapy degree from St. Ambrose University.

As part of her participation in the American Physical Therapy Association's Section on

Women's Health, Dee served as the originating chairperson of the task force responsible for

creating the Certificate of Achievement in Pelvic Physical Therapy. She also served on the

Vulvar Pain Task Force and co-authored their findings.A pioneer in her field, Dee is or has

been a member, fellow, president, and board director for a vast array of organizations

dedicated to women's sexual health and pelvic pain, including the International Pelvic Pain

Society, the International Society for the Study of Vulvovaginal Disease, and the International

Society for the Study of Women's Sexual Health. Her research and findings are widely

published in journals and books. She has been a guest lecturer and instructor at numerous

schools, universities, workshops, and conferences around the world.As a sole practitioner, Dee

used a functional perspective to help patients decrease pelvic pain and restore health. At the

Center for Genital Health and Education, she continues to research sexual pain. With an added

focus on pleasure, Dee brings much-needed, progressive insight into educating people through

VulvaLove, Inc., a company she founded together with Elizabeth Wood.Elizabeth holds a

master's degree in social work and was a sex therapist for many years. She is a sought-after

speaker and guest lecturer who infuses pleasure into all of her talks. She is a member of the

American Association of Sexuality Educators, Counselors, and Therapists and the Sexual and

Gender Health Collaborative of the Front Range.Elizabeth is a certified tantra educator,

somatic sex educator, and sexological bodyworker, allowing her to work masterfully with her

clients utilizing a hands-on approach. Her most recent certification, and, as she says, her last,

is as an Erotic Blueprint Coach(TM) enabling her to help clients dive deeper into understanding

the keys that unlock their unique turn-on.Elizabeth and Dee kicked off the Pleasure Movement

as a way for women to spread pleasure across the globe. In addition, they founded VulvaLove

and the Center for Genital Health and Education to raise awareness, provide education, and

conduct independent research on matters relating to genital pleasure and pain. --This text



refers to the paperback edition.
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Praise forThe Pleasure PrescriptionInformation about the myriad causes of vulvovaginal pain is

hard to find in the world of caring clinicians. Education about normal female sexual function is

not robust. Imagine the challenges of a woman looking for help for both vulvovaginal pain and

pain with sex. And what about the challenges of the clinician trying to help—what do you

prescribe?Clinicians do not usually prescribe pleasure to treat pain.Welcome the long-needed

combination of a savvy and talented sex educator and coach, Elizabeth Wood, with Dee

Hartmann, a wise and gifted physical therapist specializing in pelvic floor muscle problems. In

The Pleasure Prescription, they have teamed up to help with both sources of suffering in

women.The book compares pleasure and pain as two sides of a coin, but this coin does not

get flipped. Physical therapy muscle work is blended with equal parts of pleasuring from

somatic sex education. For a woman who understands both sides of the coin, who continues

treatment for any persistent vulvovaginal problem, help is on the way.—Elizabeth G. Stewart,

MD, FACOGDirector Emerita, The V Service Atrius Health,Boston, MassachusettsAuthor, The

V Book, and co-author,vulvovaginalThe lived experience of authors Hartmann and Wood, as

colleagues who successfully treat women with chronic vulvovaginal pain or pain with sex, has

led them to a radical concept: that the ongoing and burgeoning experience of pleasure can

alter and heal pain. This is not a concept that fits into the “medical model” of fixing what is

broken about the body. The concept reassures women who experience sexual pain that,

whatever their medical diagnosis, dysfunction is not a word that will be used to describe them.

Through deeper understanding of their own bodies, especially the trusting and flowering

experience of pleasure, women with pain will be able to gradually heal themselves.As clinicians

who treat women with vulvovaginal complaints, including sexual pain or the inability to have

sex, we are aware of the complexity of the structures that meet at the female vulva. We also

understand the complexity of human thoughts and emotions tied to these areas of the body.

We see the suffering women and their families are experiencing, but we do not have the tools

to help if salves and pills don’t work. Those of us who have become vulvovaginal specialists

know that many of our patients finally improve when we send them to an experienced pelvic

floor physical therapist, but we don’t know how that happens. The combined knowledge in this

book of a sexuality educator and pelvic floor physical therapist begins to let us in on the

secrets they have discovered over their many years of practice.—Ione Bissonnette,nurse

midwife and vulvovaginal specialistCo-author ofThis is an excellent read for any woman who

has ever struggled with sexual pain. Not only is there a wealth of information, but The Pleasure

Prescription is an easy and enjoyable read. The writing style is witty and extremely relatable for

anyone who has ever struggled with this kind of pain. Each chapter explores a real struggle

experienced by a patient of one of the authors and includes a recommendation at the end, with

excellent suggestions for combatting your pain using pleasant or pleasurable touch. Most of the

recommendations delve into getting to know your own vulva and vagina through touch and

what feels good to you. As you learn and grow through the information in each chapter, the

recommendations build and change with you. The authors discuss many important topics that

all women experience when it comes to their sexual health. And the reader feels validated and

understood in their struggle with sexual pain. This book is definitely a must-read.—National

Vulvodynia AssociationThe Pleasure PrescriptionCopyright © 2021 by Dee Hartmann and

Elizabeth WoodAll rights reserved. This book or any portion thereof may not be reproduced or

used in any manner whatsoever without the express written permission of the publisher, except

for the use of brief quotations in a book review.Printed in the United States of AmericaCover



Design by Claire Flint LastLuminare Press442 Charnelton St.Eugene, OR 97401Dee

Hartmann: To my best friend and husband,David, for loving and supporting me enough to say,

“I can’tbelieve you did all that weird stuff in your practice all thoseyears only to start doing

something even weirder.”Elizabeth Wood: To my father, Peter H. Wood,who made it possible for

me to follow my own path.As a “proper” English gentleman, you were never

comfortable“discussing such matters,” yet you were always thereto support and encourage my

journey.ContentsA Note from Our LawyersForewordPrefaceIntroductionPart OneThe

Introductory PracticesChapter OneGetting to Know Your BodyChapter TwoUnderstanding Your

PainChapter ThreeAwakening Your SensualityChapter Four(Re)discovering Sexual

PleasurePart TwoThe Advanced Solo PracticesChapter FiveAddressing Your External

InfluencersChapter SixIdentifying Your Sexual CoreChapter SevenDeepening Your Self-

Pleasure PracticePart ThreeThe Partnered PracticesChapter EightImproving Verbal

CommunicationChapter NineCreating Consent in Your RelationshipChapter TenExploring

Partnered TouchConclusionWelcome to the Pleasure MovementAcknowledgmentsAuthor

BiosA Note from Our LawyersHey, this should be obvious, but just in case:We are professional

educators who provide information in the area of human sexuality. Though you may find some

of the information in this book to be therapeutic, we are not licensed psychotherapists or

medical doctors, and we are not providing psychotherapy services or medical help through this

book.More specifically, our lawyers insist that we tell you that any information found within

these pages is not intended to treat, diagnose, test, assign, or counsel any individual or group

for the purpose of alleviating mental disorders; understanding unconscious or conscious

motivation; resolving emotional, relationship, or attitudinal conflicts; or modifying behaviors that

interfere with effective emotional, social, or intellectual functioning. They also want you to know

that the information you read here is also not intended to diagnose, treat, or cure any disease

(but we’re pretty sure you knew that…right?). And we agree wholeheartedly that if you need

psychotherapy services or medical help you should absolutely seek out the assistance of a

licensed professional right away.We do both have extensive career histories working with

women, and you’ll find some of these women’s stories in the chapters to follow. Since we were

acting in a professional capacity, we are required (both legally and ethically) to protect our

patients’ and clients’ confidentiality. Because of this, all names and identifying details have

been changed, and on several occasions, we’ve combined key details from similar stories in

order to represent the most typical cases we’ve seen. So if we’ve worked with you one-on-one,

don’t worry; your vulva, and your secrets, are safe with us.ForewordPleasure first. Take a slow,

deep breath as you read these words. Notice where you feel pleasure in your body. It only

takes a second to bring your awareness to pleasure. If you are going to spend your time

somehow, why not spend it in pleasure? Why not invest in learning more about your pleasure

and its link to ending pain? After years of helping other people find their orgasms, their deep

moans of delight, their pain-free sex, I needed my own personal reboot. While exploring my

own pleasure at a five-day event rediscovering myself, I met Elizabeth Wood. Finding Elizabeth

was a godsend. I was impressed by her intuition, her skill, and the ethical way she held space

for me. I felt like I’d met a practitioner who really understood what my body needed to heal so

that I could expand fully into pleasure and the next stage of my sexual journey as a lover,

educator, and leader in this field.It wasn’t long afterward that I met the amazing Dee Hartmann.

Dee’s work in the area of treating sexual pain and prescribing pleasure is revolutionary.

Because I wanted to experience her expertise, I offered my body to their research. I

volunteered to get on a table, naked, legs spread, while Dee gently measured my labia and

checked for pain. My vulva had been through a lot. The birth of my son left me with scar tissue



and pain. Pelvic massage had helped immensely to melt the scar tissue, but I still had some

lingering pain upon orgasm. It was thrilling to be a part of this project. I wanted to help uncover

more about what people with vulvas experience and to be part of what Dee and Elizabeth were

doing in this area of much needed study. Could pleasure be the key to reducing pain? This

question struck me because I’ve spent over two decades working in the field of human

sexuality. I have worked with thousands of private clients as a somatic sexologist. I created a

methodology that helps people have a deeper understanding of what turns them on and brings

them higher states of pleasure and have trained sexuality coaches around the world in this

technique. (You’ll hear more about that within the pages of this book.) Helping people with their

sexuality is one of the most fulfilling things I’ve done in my life, yet at times it feels like an uphill

battle. There is so little research, so much opportunity for misinformation, and it’s so easy for

us to feel like we’re broken, not normal, or that we shouldn’t put pleasure first. Dee and

Elizabeth are changing that. This book is changing that.So why is a book about pleasure more

important now than ever? Why is your pleasure valuable when there is so much suffering

throughout the world? Pleasure is vital to life; it’s vital to not drown in a sea of pain. Pleasure is

a balm that soothes the soul, revitalizes the body, and in some cases can bring us back home

to who we truly are. Indulge me for a moment and just imagine a world without any pleasure.

Go ahead. Doesn’t feel good does it? We’ve been at war with pleasure. We’ve created such a

taboo around pleasure that we’ve disconnected from something that heals us. Now imagine the

possibility that we all begin to focus more on pleasure: our own, others’, and even the pleasure

of the world at large. Next, imagine a world where there is more pleasure, where we allow

sexual pleasure to crack us open, to remind us of what’s true. Go further and imagine a world

where this pleasure brings us to our knees in ecstasy and we surrender to the divine

experience of what life really is. To me, intimate pleasure is love. Sexuality is our aliveness.

Perhaps I’m just a pleasure activist, but I believe that owning our pleasure and our bodies is a

radical act. Putting pleasure first is activism that can change the world for the greater good. You

don’t have to be a pleasure activist like Elizabeth, Dee, or me, but we invite you into our world

where pleasure is your birthright. Pleasure is life. This book you hold in your hands may be a

huge and courageous step toward embodying your sexuality; toward reclaiming your

sovereignty as a sexual being; toward ending pain, healing your body, and making your own

stand for your personal pleasure. I acknowledge and honor you for taking this step, reading

these words, and doing the exercises inside these glorious pages. As you read, take pleasure

breaks for yourself. Ask yourself what you can do right now to make this moment even more

pleasurable.Maybe you have been avoiding pleasure. Maybe you’ve been taught it’s bad or

wrong or even that your pleasure and desires will only bring more pain. This book will help you

unravel all of that and guide you to understand yourself, your sexual journey, your body, and

break apart the cultural programing and constructs that are not the true you. I applaud you on

your journey. Imagine me there cheering you on from the sidelines as you read. Together let’s

transmute pain and suffering into pleasure and peace. We’ve got this!JaiyaAn internationally

recognized, award-winning sexologist andthe best-selling author of Red Hot Touch, Jaiya is the

creator of theErotic Blueprint Breakthrough™ and the Erotic Blueprint™ quiz.PrefaceA Note

from Elizabeth:Over the last number of years, I have been both a student and teacher of a

most profound subject: women’s sexual pleasure. Having discovered my own personal

pleasures, I began to share the wealth of this accumulated knowledge of pleasure with my

clients. The results were extraordinary—and particularly so with a specific set of clients. Over

time, the clients who had come to me describing pain with sex began to report that their pain

was decreasing. Not only that, but they were feeling happier too. Was I on to something? Could



pleasure be part of the conundrum of sexual pain?The answers were yes, but it felt like I only

had half the equation. While I had long considered myself a pleasure crusader—almost a

renegade, alone in a field without others who saw the world through this pleasure lens—I

wasn’t an expert in helping women alleviate unwanted sexual pain. I was like Laverne without

Shirley, Thelma without Louise—or, for the even younger of you, our dear readers, Lorelai

without Rory.There was just one person I could call to accompany me on the journey that lay

ahead. I needed someone, herself a renegade in her field, to form an extraordinary dynamic

duo like no other.A Note from Dee:It was a quintessential summer morning. I sat in my rocking

chair, enjoying the view across the lake. After nearly thirty years, I had just retired from clinical

practice. I was no longer Dee Hartmann, Physical Therapist, who thought about things like

which pelvic floor exercises to prescribe; I was now Dee Hartmann, Full-Time Grandma, and I

was thinking about all the free time I would be spending with my five grandbabies. I sipped my

morning coffee and envisioned what was to come: hearing the grandbabies coo, changing dirty

diapers, cleaning up goo, and juggling nap schedules (the grandbabies’, not mine!). I let myself

get lost in the happy future that awaited me. I looked out over the lake. I had waited a long time

for this.Then the phone rang.It was Elizabeth, my former colleague and longtime friend. If I

expected to hear congratulations on a well-earned retirement, I was quickly disappointed. “You

can’t retire, Dee!” she insisted. “At least not yet. There’s more we have to do, and we’re the only

ones who can do it. We have to take our message out into the world, and we have to do it

together!” Over the course of my career, I had become an expert in treating women’s sexual

pain. And I knew what she was saying was true. With over fifty years of combined experience

on opposite ends of women’s sexual health and wellness, we had often discussed a

revolutionary conclusion: our two areas of expertise, sexual pain and sexual pleasure, were

two sides of the same coin. Treating one would affect the other. While it was obvious that the

less pain a woman feels, the more pleasure she can experience, no one seemed to be talking

about what Elizabeth had first identified to me, which I had then confirmed over and over in my

practice: that increasing pleasure has the potential to decrease pain.I sighed as I looked

deeper into the lake. Elizabeth was right. We needed to start a new, fresh conversation on

women’s sexual health and wellness—one that no one else seemed to be having. The only

question was: how was I going to cofound a women’s pleasure movement, write a book, and

still have time for all those grandbabies? But I was in.That phone call marked the first step

toward our Pleasure Movement and the birth of our first company, VulvaLove, Inc. (), which

educates women about their bodies and sexual pleasure. Our next goal was to write The

Pleasure Prescription. From there, it was a natural progression to formally launch the Pleasure

Movement™ ().Since The Pleasure Prescription has two authors, we debated on how to refer

to ourselves. From this point forward, we’ll write in what is technically called the first-person

plural, meaning we refer to ourselves as “we,” and we’ll refer to ourselves in the third-person

singular (“Elizabeth” and “Dee”) whenever we need to be more specific. While we agree on

pretty much everything you’ll read here, you’ll find “Notes from Elizabeth” and “Notes from Dee”

throughout the book. These reflect our individual thoughts and suggestions, which most often

come from our professional points of view.With that, let us formally introduce ourselves, along

with a little background on how we came to those professional opinions.Elizabeth is an expert

in pleasure. After receiving a master’s degree in social work in 1998, she was a licensed

therapist for many years, specializing in sex therapy. But the longer she worked as a sex

therapist, the more frustrated she became by the medicalization of female sexual dysfunction.

As she saw it, the medical model paid no attention to women’s lack of experience, connection

to their bodies, or to their sexuality. So, in 2012, Elizabeth willingly gave up her license and



walked away from the traditional world of sex therapy. It was then that she began to study

comprehensive, evidence-based, sex-positive sex education; somatic healing; tantra; spiritual

sexuality; and other modalities addressing sexual healing. Her learning took her far outside of

academic textbooks and further into a more holistic way of helping women with the problems

they had with their bodies and sexuality. She explored pleasure and the female orgasm

extensively. Today, she provides sexual education and healing resources through workshops,

public speaking, and private coaching sessions to women and couples from a wide range of

backgrounds.Dee has been a practicing physical therapist for over forty years. After enrolling

her fifth child in kindergarten, she opened her private practice. For the more than two decades

that followed, she worked with women to help them understand, address, and alleviate issues

with chronic pelvic and abdominal pain, problems with bowel and bladder control, and chronic

problems with vulvar pain that typically lead to painful or impossible sex. Since opening one of

the first women’s health physical therapy private practices in the Chicagoland area, Dee has

worked tirelessly to educate physicians and other medical professionals. Her goal has been to

raise awareness of pelvic floor physical therapy as an adjunct to traditional patient care. (Even

so, there are still gynecologists and general practitioners who aren’t familiar with the specialty,

so don’t feel bad if you’ve never heard of it either!) In addition to her clinical work, she has

published and lectured to professionals around the world as an expert in women’s sexual

health. Despite her retirement from clinical practice, Dee continues to speak at medical

meetings. Her talks include the importance of increased pleasure as an integral part of a

healthy, pain-free lifestyle.The two of us met in 2004 when we were chosen as team members

to open a new women’s sexual dysfunction center. We hit it off right away and knew that in

each other we’d met our sexual health kindred spirit. Though we only worked together a short

time at the new clinic, our friendship continued to grow as we went off in our own professional

directions. Throughout the years, we relied on each other, often consulting together on our

most difficult cases. Our calls were enriching, providing us deeper insight to better serve the

women in our respective private practices.We began to discuss our discomfort with the

medicalization of women’s sexual health. Although the medical model classifies a number of

women’s sexual health issues and problems as dysfunctions, we never chose to identify our

clients as dysfunctional. For us, a medical approach to women’s sexual health had not

adequately addressed the needs and concerns of our clients—including many women who

have pain with sex. In our own practices, we each took a different approach. We saw women as

whole beings who weren’t broken and didn’t need to be fixed, so our methodology was to teach

women how to heal themselves. We started teaching them how their bodies worked and then

guided them to feel deep inside. From there, most were able to solve their own problems—

which we believe is far more effective than us attempting to solve them.This approach isn’t

common. In fact, the sexual health community has medicalized women’s sexual health to the

point of dysfunction. While there are studies, diagnoses, and treatments regarding women’s

sexual dysfunction, relatively few address women’s sexual function and education, and there is

very little focus on pleasure. Most women, and many of the doctors who treat them, lack

extensive education around female arousal, orgasm, and women’s sexuality as a whole—let

alone how pleasure can help decrease pain. Though we’ve surely been looking, we’ve never

met a medical doctor who prescribes pleasure and/or arousal to help improve or reverse

symptoms of pain; in fact, though the female reproductive system is as geared toward pleasure

as it is toward reproduction, pleasure isn’t typically a part of the medical conversation in

reference to women’s sexual health.And the pain we’re referencing here goes beyond just

physical pain. Women commonly feel pain with sex, pain with arousal, and pain at their vulvas



when doing simple things such as inserting a tampon or wearing underwear. This is often

accompanied by the psychological pain that comes with feeling they’re alone in their physical

pain—an unfortunate reality, because as we both know, pain is common. The pain multiplies

from there. Some women feel ashamed that they’re not that interested in sex; others are

devastated that they’ve never had an orgasm or mortified that it takes them so long to reach

one. Women feel the pain of hating their bodies, of not knowing what turns them on, and, quite

often, the pain of feeling like they’re missing out on something. That thing is pleasure, and its

lack brings immeasurable emotional pain—which, in turn compounds any physical symptoms

they have.We wrote this book to address women’s sexual pain, both physical and emotional,

from a broader standpoint: one that puts pleasure front and center. And we truly believe that

what we have to offer is nothing short of revolutionary.IntroductionSomething strange is going

on with women’s sexual pain. Though the issue is common and well-documented, many

women spend years searching for a diagnosis and even longer searching for a solution. Sexual

pain can be hard to talk about, confusing to address, and utterly demoralizing for those who

face it. And frankly, the way many of us are treating this problem—including the women who

suffer from it, the medical community that addresses it (or doesn’t), and society at large—just

isn’t working.So why isn’t it working? Well, we can start by looking at the angle from which

women’s sexual pain is most often approached. Those who practice using the traditional

medical model generally know how something works before they try to fix it. However, when it

comes to female sexual function, most of the available research and financial resources are

directed in the opposite way—toward how to fix sexual dysfunction rather than understand

normal functioning. From a research perspective, we don’t fully know what normal sexual

function is! A debate still rages over the nature and origin of the female orgasm as well as the

function and anatomy of the entire female sexual arousal network. And what we do know about

pleasure isn’t focused on women. Historically, research has been directed predominantly

toward the study of men’s bodies and male sexual dysfunction, with the findings then applied to

female sexual dysfunction.As we stated in the Preface, our conversations began when we

realized we were approaching women’s sexual health from two separate angles. But though

our professional backgrounds are so different, we found that many of our clients had been

diagnosed by their medical practitioners with female sexual dysfunction. As we saw it, many of

them weren’t actually dysfunctional; they certainly were dealing with issues, challenges, and

problems, but there wasn’t anything physically wrong with them. What they were lacking—

sexual pleasure and sufficient arousal states—was never part of the conversation with their

medical providers. Many of our clients simply had no interest in sex, but when we questioned

them further, many of them didn’t understand how arousal, pleasure, or even their very own

bodies worked. We’re pretty well-educated and quite accustomed to talking about sex, so from

our vantage point, this was yet another tragedy. In fact, we were downright incensed by this

reality. It seemed utterly unfair that women possessed such high capacity for pleasure and yet

were so often unable to access it.This was part of a greater issue across the country, and likely

the world: the orgasm gap. As it turns out, women have fewer orgasms than men—a lot fewer.

Evidence shows that heterosexual women, in particular, have as few as one orgasm for every

three their male partners experience. They also experience less pleasure in general. And this is

despite the fact that it’s much easier for females to have multiple orgasms than it is for males.

There are a whole lot of reasons for this. For one, many people think of sex as something that

ends when a man comes. Mainstream pornography hammers this idea in: it’s rarely focused on

women’s pleasure; it usually ends with a man ejaculating; and the number of female orgasms

versus male orgasms filmed is, quite frankly, abysmal. Unfortunately, a lot of people’s sex lives



mirror this, meaning a lot of women don’t come even though their partners do. Most of us, men

and women included, haven’t been taught that there’s anything wrong with this. The orgasm

gap isn’t just a statistical issue—it’s an issue that we have seen over and over in our

professional lives. And we refuse to believe it is simply the byproduct of female dysfunction.So

we decided on a plan. First, we created a method to work through pain that increased women’s

sexual agency: their sense of authority or ownership over their own bodies and their own

pleasure. And then we began to take women through the steps of creating or restoring a

healthy, amazing, enjoyable relationship with sex. All along the way, we advocated practices

and attitudes that are pleasure-forward—our term for prioritizing pleasure and letting it

dominate the experience. And it worked. We found that most of our clients were able to make

gains toward better sexual health.As we see it, our prescription starts with education, moves

through guided self-exploration, and eventually graduates to partnered experience. This is how

we can guide pleasure to overtake pain.And that, dear reader, is precisely what this book aims

to do.About This BookThis book starts with “Part I: The Introductory Practices,” which aims to

teach you about how your body works and explore its capacity to feel, including both pain and

pleasure. The exercises, which we call prescriptions, are simple in this section, yet we’ve seen

throughout our careers that these experiences alone have the power to change women’s lives.

“Part II: The Advanced Solo Practices” builds upon the themes explored in Part I by taking a

deeper dive into what makes you unique and amazing as pleasure begins to run the show. This

requires moving from exploration into practice, preparing for “Part III: The Partnered Practices,”

which allows you to bring what you’ve learned to a partner, if you so choose.And this piece is

important, because not everyone wants to share this with a partner—and many don’t have a

partner to share it with! We absolutely understand that. If you are partnered, we encourage you

to read through the third section and consider whether it’s right for you to bring what you learn

into your shared bed. If you are unpartnered by choice, you may choose to skip the third

section, or just skim through it to get any juicy bits and add them to your pleasure repertoire.

And if you aren’t partnered, but want to be, consider the third section a roadmap for the

relationship you hope to create in the future.Throughout all three sections, we hope to inspire

you to better understand the value of your own pleasure. One of our main goals is to help you

see that you are worthy of pleasure. You deserve to feel good. You deserve the sex life of your

dreams. You deserve to enjoy life, both in and out of the bedroom, on your own and/or with a

partner. To help you get there, we are providing the sex education that you didn’t get in

grammar school—education that is focused on pleasure, or as we like to say, pleasure-forward,

rather than focused on reproduction, anatomy, and disease.Each chapter begins with a story

from one of Dee’s patients or Elizabeth’s clients. Then we spend the bulk of the chapter looking

at the main things we discussed with her and end the chapter with a few prescriptions for home

practice. The ten women represented in this book have problems that are common; each of

them was dealing with issues that we’ve seen many women face over the course of our

careers. But we want to be clear: each woman is complex, and it is rare that a single

prescription will help her feel better overall. Some of these women saw us for a while, and

some saw us for less time, but nearly all received quite a few prescriptions in the process—just

as you are receiving a multilevel Pleasure Prescription in this book. In all cases, it was not our

goal to “fix” the women who came to us for help; rather, we guided them through the process of

addressing their own sexual well-being.That brings us to the level of sexual well-being we’re

discussing within these pages. We assume you understand the meaning of the phrase “the

birds and the bees,” and we’re not educating you on how all that works. Instead, we want you to

understand that women are uniquely equipped for pleasure. As a matter of fact, women are



hardwired for pleasure and have a specific body part—the clitoris—whose sole function is to

provide sexual pleasure. This book will help you take advantage of that fact and use it to

improve…well, pretty much everything about your life.We’ll provide tools to help you have

better sex and increase your overall sense of self, which we believe go hand-in-hand. It’s both

our firm belief and our professional experience that this will create ripples that extend into the

rest of your life. We want you to feel more pleasure when you’re walking in the forest or down a

city street. We want you to wake up with more pleasure, water your plants with more pleasure,

do your dishes with more pleasure, go to work with more pleasure. We want pleasure-focused

sexual activities to become a way of life, bringing you more joy and greater well-being—even

when you’re not having sex. Referring back to the medical model for a second, we want

pleasure to become your new “symptom.”With that, there are some technicalities for us to

address.Finding Common LanguageThroughout these pages, we use the words woman and

women to generally mean anyone who identifies as a woman or has been socialized as such,

and because this book is body-focused, we sometimes use the word female interchangeably

with those terms. We use the word vagina to mean the inner canal that begins at the vulvar

opening and ends at the cervix, which is the lowest part of the uterus. We use the word vulva

to describe the exterior parts, such as the labia minora and majora (inner and outer lips),

clitoral hood, and the clitoral glans (which many refer to as the clit), all of which we’ll teach you

about in Chapter One.Sex itself is harder to define. Typically, when people describe what “sex”

is, they most commonly say it’s when a penis goes into the vagina (hot, right?). And while this

may be true for many heterosexual couples, this rather clinical definition is extremely limited.

Emotionally and physically, we understand that the definition of sex is much broader—and

when we focus on female pleasure, we see that a good deal happens long before penetration

enters the picture. For the purposes of this book, we decided to pen a more comprehensive

definition of sex.Sex can be any number of physical and/or mental activities and experiences

performed with the intention of feeling sexual pleasure and gratification, whether you explore

sex by yourself or share it with a partner.A Few CaveatsIt’s important for us to let you know that

this book can’t be everything to everyone. We’ve written this book for the population we know

best. Professionally, we both have much more experience working with women who are in long-

term partnerships with men. They have made up the bulk of our client/patient caseloads. Given

that we know the orgasm gap refers to the disparity of orgasms within heterosexual

relationships, it’s no wonder this particular demographic was desperately knocking at our

respective doors seeking help, hope of relief, and guidance. Because of that, we tend to focus

on women who have male partners. Nearly all of it, however, is appropriate for same-sex

couples.This book also focuses on cisgender women, meaning women whose sense of

personal identity and gender correspond with the gender assigned to them at birth, because

these women have made up most of our clientele. Some of the material in this book can be

adapted to transgender bodies. However, it was written for those born with a female arousal

network. This will be introduced and discussed in Chapter One.Furthermore, the examples in

this book include women in a variety of partnership configurations. Our clients include single

women, monogamous women, nonmonogamous women, and polyamorous women. Some of

these women engage in solo or partnered sex and others don’t engage in sex at all.We fully

understand that pain with vaginal penetration can develop in single women as well as women

who are in same-sex partnerships. Aversion to sex, touch, and communication can come up in

any relationship configuration. When looking at different case examples, we hope you’ll zoom

out to see whether you notice similarities between each woman and yourself, regardless of the

way she has sex or with whom.We would be remiss if we wrote a whole book about female



sexuality and didn’t address the prevalence of trauma associated with it. We are no strangers

to sexual trauma. As professionals, we encounter it regularly, and for many women it is at the

heart of the challenges they face when searching for their own pleasure. That said, this book

does not address unresolved and unexplored trauma. If you are experiencing acute trauma, we

suggest you seek professional guidance immediately. You should wait to apply The Pleasure

Prescription during a later phase in your healing. And if you’re in a later stage of your trauma

recovery, you may find a pleasure practice triggering, so please: take it easy as you go.We also

recognize that this book could kick open Pandora’s box regarding unknown sexual trauma.

Memories, questions, or bodily experiences could surface as you explore the ideas and

practices laid out in this book. These could be sexual or nonsexual in nature; some women will

uncover old wounds around trust, attachment, and other factors when digging into issues of

sexuality and pleasure. Should those things arise, we highly recommend that you seek

professional help.We have written this book for women who have pain with sex. You are likely

one of them. Many women will be able to use the exercises in this book to lessen their pain and

increase their pleasure—but not all, because some have medical issues that are more

complex. If you try the initial prescriptions (particularly those offered in Chapter Two) and still

have persistent sexual pain, don’t ignore what your body is telling you. Be patient; it may be a

lengthy process and require that you see multiple practitioners before getting a proper

diagnosis. Take this book with you; our hope is that this book will provide education for those

who treat women with sexual pain. One of the most important things this book can do is to help

you develop sexual agency, which includes advocating for yourself in the medical

system.Finally, we need to be clear about how this book can best serve you. Reading it is

great; we want you to read it, and we hope you enjoy doing so! But when it comes down to it,

the prescriptions are what will really make a difference in your life. Just reading them won’t help

—it’s really about committing to making The Pleasure Prescription a practice! We’re working

with your brain and your body here and retraining both takes time. Beyond that, it takes doing,

not just knowing you could. So apply the prescriptions! Get busy! Explore! We promise that

you’ll get a lot out of it.With that, we’re through with our caveats. We hope they won’t detract

from the overall goals of this book, which are to help you access your pleasure and feel more

joy in your life. Despite all the things that this book cannot do (addressed above), we still

believe it can do a lot. In fact, we’re filled with hope about the possibilities ahead.We Prescribe

P-L-E-A-S-U-R-E!With years of professional experience behind us, we have so much to share!

We’ve seen pleasure reduce pain, both emotional and physical. We know pleasure contributes

to better, deeper, more intimate relationships. Our clients report reduced anger, better mental

and physical health, stronger body image, and even weight loss! We want pleasure to be the

kick in your step. We want it to bring you more joy and broaden your smile. We want you to

treat yourself with The Pleasure Prescription, and trust that you and your life will be better for

it.In fact, you’ve already started the process! Just picking up this book is a huge step. The fact

that you’ve even read this far means you’re ready for more. There’s a whole culture out there

telling you your pleasure doesn’t matter. Every step you take to reclaim your agency and

become a pleasure-forward woman requires working upstream against what you’ve been

taught to believe. And when you’re in pain, the challenge becomes exponential. So,

congratulations! Way to go! We’re so proud of you, and we just know you can do it.The truth is

we want this book to fuel our movement, the Pleasure Movement. Because here’s what lies at

the heart of what we believe: happy, well-pleasured, empowered women will be in less pain…

and eventually, they’ll be able to make the world a better place. It’s a tall order, but one we are

confident we can help create with this book. Read on. We have so much more in store for



you.Part OneThe IntroductoryPracticesChapter OneGetting to Know Your BodyA Note from

Elizabeth:Jaime was a typical client in her mid-thirties. She came to me with the same

complaints I’d heard dozens of times before: she didn’t like sex—or, well, she did, but not as

much as she thought she should, and certainly not as much as her partner liked it. During our

introductory call, she told me her partner was always the one to initiate sex, not because she

was ashamed to do so but because she just rarely thought about it. She admitted that she

might have climaxed once or twice back in college but barely remembered what it was like, let

alone how to make it happen again. As Jaime described it, she just wasn’t that into sex. “Am I

missing out on something?” she asked.I encouraged Jaime to book a session for the following

week.Before she came into my office, I emailed Jaime an assessment form. I send these to all

new clients, who typically respond with surprise that I ask such personal questions before

meeting face to face. But my clients quickly find out that if they’re going to work with me, they’re

going to have to get down to the nitty-gritty right away. The assessment asks about arousal

levels, the types of stimulation they enjoy, if they climax, and if so, both how and how often, etc.

In Jaime’s case, she reported low levels of arousal, that she rarely thought about sex, was

distraught she couldn’t climax, and disliked oral sex. She just wanted to have an orgasm with

“normal” sex. If she could fix her body to do that, she wrote on the form, she might like sex a

little bit more.It was clear that Jaime wasn’t aroused or experiencing climax with the sex she

was having. But instead of changing what was going on during sex, she was hoping she could

just change herself. She thought there was something wrong with her. From what I could tell,

she knew very little about what felt good to her and held little value for her own pleasure. What

she wanted was to have an orgasm during penetration. She thought this would make her feel

normal.One of the last questions on my assessment form is: How do you feel about the way

your vulva looks? On a scale of 0–10, Jaime answered “3,” which was below a neutral “5.” From

that answer alone, I knew genital education was the place to start.There’s a lot going on for

Jaime, and all of it is fairly common—actually, really common. In our experience, we have

encountered countless women with one major complaint: they don’t enjoy sex. Most of these

define sex as having a penis in their vagina and call it “normal sex.” Everything else is either

“foreplay” or “something I do on my own” (Dee notes that it is extremely rare, in her line of

work, to hear anyone—patient or practitioner—use the words masturbate or self-pleasure). In

fact, studies have shown that many women are deeply focused on the male orgasm; over half

of them consider it very important that their partner ejaculates during intercourse.1 While

speaking at a college campus, we asked the women in the audience how they defined

“satisfactory sex,” and several responded “when my partner comes.”Why didn’t they think of

their own pleasure? Upon further questioning, many admitted they had no understanding of

how their bodies worked. They know they’ve got stuff, they just don’t know what that stuff does

—or how to make it work. And to take it a step further, many were hiding a dark and shameful

secret: they truly didn’t like their vulvas. As one woman noted, “It looks weird, smells funny, and

it doesn’t do what it’s supposed to do.”When we encounter a woman in this situation, the first

thing we have to do is teach her about her own anatomy. That’s the purpose of this chapter: to

teach you about typical female anatomy, focusing on what Sheri Winston, author of Women’s

Anatomy of Arousal, calls the arousal network.2 The female arousal network is a web of

tissues, organs, and glands that provide a series of functions (including things like blood

engorgement and muscular tension and release), all of which are working toward a singular

purpose: your pleasure. What does this mean? It means that this entire network is there to

make you feel good—like really, really good.Depending on how you were parented and what

kind of sexual education you received, if any, you may know quite a bit about your reproductive



system: the fallopian tubes, the uterus, the menstrual cycle, etc. But the female arousal

network? Knowledge about that is far less common. So chances are, most of this stuff will be

new to you—and that’s totally okay. You’re here to learn.The truth is that most sex ed falls short

of being…well, sexual. It’s more like disease prevention and reproductive education. And that’s

only if the school provides sex ed; as of this writing, only twenty-four states and the District of

Columbia require public schools to teach sex ed, and only ten of those mandate that it should

be medically, factually, or technically accurate!3 Even when it is medically accurate, you can

bet it’s not pleasure-forward. Most sex ed teaches young people how to avoid pregnancy and

disease. Very few people are explicitly taught about arousal and pleasure.Over the years,

we’ve found that very few people have any knowledge of what the female arousal network is,

let alone know how it works. Most women grow up learning that we shouldn’t look at or touch

ourselves—let alone enjoy anything our vulvas and vaginas have to offer. We know that

education is key for women to feel comfortable exploring their sexual capacity. As Elizabeth

says, “You don’t buy a Porsche without an owner’s manual, yet I don’t know anyone who has

an owner’s manual for their own body.”
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I. Stray, “extremely useful!. As a sex therapist I work with lots of women who experience sexual

pain. This is the first book that offers a fresh perspective on how to heal. Written in accessible,

down to earth language the two authors offer tangible advice backed by years of practice and

research. If you are seeking to understand your own body and sexual health (whether you are

experiencing sexual pain or not!) this resource is amazing. After reading it myself I immediately

recommended it to all of my clients.”

KGG, “This book is a game changer.. This book is a game changer. Paradigm shift for those

dealing with sexual pain. Like Dee explains in book, as a pelvic PT, you get to a point where

you may need more, and having this guide to help you direct your patients to "prescriptions"

they can do on their own, as an adjunct to clinic rx is awesome. Ideally they can have a sex

therapist on board their care team as well to help them through certain aspects. Learning to

retrain their their neural pathways to carry pleasure instead of pain is a process, but powerful. I

advise PTs to read first, so they can best guide patients. So appreciate the work of Dee and

Elizabeth and how much this will help so many women.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A must read for ALL WOMEN.. As a practicing gynecologist for the last

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/WYPgN/The-Pleasure-Prescription-A-Surprising-Approach-to-Healing-Sexual-Pain


30+ years, I have spoken with countless women about their bodies & their relationship with

their bodies. One in four women identify with sexual abuse and this book is aptly titled so that

they may consider reading it. However, I believe the other 3/4 of women have experienced

some element of pain in either the stories they have imbibed about S&X, the emotional

rollercoaster they may have traveled as it related to S&X and Intimacy and many many women

have not learned how to master their energetic body much less even know they have one.

THIS book will teach you all about YOUR BODY and how to get to know yourself in a more

intimate way. And to top that off, there are guidelines once you know yourself on how to

improve your intimate relationships . DID I SAY ITS A MUST READ? IT IS!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A must read for every woman. I have always said as a Pelvic Floor PT I

am skilled at helping women alleviate pain with intimacy, but I have no idea how to encourage

the development of pleasure with intimacy.This book is literally THEE missing link!!!It's what I

have been waiting for!If you are a PF therapist, this book is for you.If you are someone who

struggles with pain or decreased pleasure around intimacy, this book is for you.If you are

someone identifying as a woman, this book is for you!THANK YOU DEE AND ELIZABETH”

Victoria Finch, “Tells us what our doctors didn't!. As a woman in my 60's who had a

hysterectomy, I sort of put my sex life on hold due to lack of interest and desire. What a joy it

was to be reminded that life doesn't have to lack sensuality and pleasure, whether you have a

partner or not. So many doctors think hormones solve everything. But there are so many

other solutions to vaginal pain and dryness other than drugs! This book can inspire in so many

ways, but the core message is you can never have authentic sexual pleasure and relationship

satisfaction if you are not in love with yourself and feel you deserve true pleasure and intimacy.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Very informative!. The following review was written by the National

Vulvodynia Association, a non-profit organization dedicated to improving the health and quality

of life for women with chronic vulvar pain. This is an excellent read for any woman who has

ever struggled with sexual pain. The Pleasure Prescription is an easy and enjoyable read and

there is a wealth of information to be found in the pages of this book. The writing style is witty

and very relatable for anyone who has ever struggled with this kind of pain. Each chapter

explores a real struggle experienced by a patient of one of the authors and includes a

recommendation at the end, with excellent suggestions for combatting your pain using

pleasant or pleasurable touch. As you learn and grow through the information in each chapter,

the recommendations build and change with you. The authors discuss many topics important

to all women when it comes to their sexual health. And the reader feels validated and

understood in her struggle with sexual pain. This book is definitely a must-read!”

Jessica Mottashed, “An eye opener for ANY relationship. This book is nothing short of

wonderful!! It is extremely well written, easy to read (hard to put down), and the prescriptions

are very easy to follow! This book says healing sexual pain and it can do JUST that! However, I

also highly recommend this book for ANY woman. The guide helps you find your OWN

pleasure, not just in the bedroom either! I can't say enough good things about this book. Do

yourself a favor-buy it, read it, and share with your partner. You'll have a much more enjoyable

life in and out of the bedroom”

Karen Kaufman, “A book we can ALL get benefit. As an integrative, functional OB/GYN

physician this is a must read for all patients wanting to heal from sexual pain I've admired



Elizabeth Wood, the author, for years for the work she does. This book is really special. The

erotic blueprint is amazing and and can help so many of my patients with pain and needing

dilator training. And the emphasis on verbal communication...we can ALL use that.Dr. Karen

Kaufman”

Starrsonfire, “Real Self help so you can take control. I love this book for so many reasons.

Pleasure is not a "go to" for healing normally. For me there is simple pleasure in the way the

book is written, funny and easy to read. I know I needed to be reminded that I can take the

time I need. Pain is not normal. I know I will be sharing this book with my own clients. Vivien

Burke - Partnership Matters Ltd”

Alissa Dem, “A helpful book. I learned some things about myself. It’s a good book for those

who are generally unaware of themselves on many levels. Helpful to those wondering ‘who am

I and what do I even like/want. For me (I’m an empath and extremely self aware) it was helpful

in understanding about consent and boundaries…my personal challenge in this life. Being

aware, why did I do the things I did that didn’t bring be pleasure? I’m really interested in the

book they recommend on body type (based on your physical anatomy) and I’m going to read it

next. I love that they speak out on how male pleasure focused we are. This book gets you

thinking as a woman…am I going to continue with this toxic way of thinking? This book has you

thinking about the hard questions and where and how the pain started in the first place. But it

also gives tools to move forward from that and experience pleasure…that it’s our birthright. It

outs your pleasure into your hands, that’s the place we all should have started with from the

beginning.”

The book by Dee   Hartmann has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 18 people have provided feedback.
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